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Oils Ain’t Oils 

Disclaimer: Technical documents of this nature may be of limited use (your mileage may vary).  

For people of a certain age “oils ain’t oils” conjures up John Bluthal as the Mafia boss in the Castrol 

Oil TV Ad, way back then, even before John Laws. (https://youtu.be/c7TUiMCeils). FYI: Bluthal was 

also the blind organ-grinder in the Pink Panther movies. And was the father of Nava Bluthal in my 

class at high school. The Pink Panther was very big in high school (“Minky? What minky?”), so yes, 

I’ve always treated my oils seriously.  

How to choose your oils? Here is one method: 

 

I consult Cassie on most of my important decisions, but even she is looking confused: is she pointing 

with her paw or her nose? Let’s drill down on the three I found in the garage. And full disclosure, 

each was purchased by the: “I need chain lube now”, “is that all you have?”, “sure, I’ll take it” 

method. 

https://youtu.be/c7TUiMCeils
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Taking them from left to right, they are very cagey with their ingredients, and they are all made in 

the good old US of A. 

Fully Synthetic FINISH LINE Wet Bike Lubricant: 120 mL ($11 wiggle): “WET lube goes on wet and 

stays wet to provide maximum drivetrain smoothness.”  Instructions: “Apply to chain, wipe excess, 

allow to dry.”  - So if you follow instructions you could be waiting a long time for your always WET 

lube to dry. 

TRI-FLOW Superior dry lubricant: 59 mL ($10 Pushys): Now with PTFE. “WARNING This product is 

known in the State of California, to contain chemicals that causes cancer and birth defects. DO NOT 

TAKE INTERNALLY” – So if you follow instructions (and don’t live in CA) you should be OK. 

ProTecTa Chain lubricant: 45 mL:  “One drop wonder” “One drop can withstand 80,000 pounds of 

pressure.” Wow! Just imagine how long 45 mL will last! Wait: “Directions: Put a drop on each roller 

of the chain. Allow it to penetrate the pin and wipe excess with a rag.” A chain has 112 links, that’s a 

lot of drops. 20 drops = 1 mL. - So if you follow instructions, this product should allow you to lube 

your chain 8 times.  

Now, I don’t have a preference, but applying oil with the “one drop” needle of “ProTecTa” is sort of 

cool. But “TRI-FLOW” really, really, smells good. I’m not kidding, you should have a sniff. It’s a good 

thing that they have the “DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY” warning, because this oil smells awesome!  

Truth be known, I’m oil agnostic, any light machine oil will do. This stuff, perfect: 

 

The thing which is important is not to have thick, claggy oil that attracts dirt. By “dirt” I mean the shit 

on the road, grit, sand, which gets crunched up into the small particles that is on emerycloth / 

sandpaper. Or worse: Aluminium that get worn from the drive train alloys. Al2O3 is sapphire and as a 

powder is a grinding paste one step down from diamond. It is what they use industrially to wear 

things away. My 2 cents worth: friction isn’t wearing your drive chain, the crap you collect on it is. 

Clean often: a clean drive-chain is a happy and long-lived drive-chain.  

Here are some (Internet) facts: 

“There are industrial chains of similar construction and loading to bike chains. When 

they are run in a clean oil bath, they can have service lives that corresponds to 

hundreds of thousands of kilometres of cycling. In contrast, five-part derailleur chains 

rarely give more than 20,000 kilometres of service; four-part derailleur chains rarely 

give more than about 10,000 kilometres of service. In dirty use, chains can wear in 

less than 1,000 kilometres.” 

“Five part chains?”, “Four part chains?” – tell me more. Sure.  
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Five part chain: inner & outer plates, bushing, roller, pin. 

 
Chain B new, Chain A pin & inside bushing wear, Chain C outside bushing & roller wear. 

“Chain A: A subtle feature of the wear is that the distance between pins 2 and 3 is unchanged by 

wear, since that distance is held by the outer plates. However, the distance between 1 and 2 (and 

between 3 and 4) is double the total wear on each pin and bushing, because the pin-to-pin distance 

on inner plates depends on wear to both pins and both bushings. 

Chain C: A second wear surface is where the bushing and roller rub. The outer surface of the bushing 

wears and the inner surface of the roller wears. Such wear causes rollers to get looser and looser, 

and also causes rollers to shift relative to the unworn chain. However, the spacing of the chain 

remains unchanged. Compared to the unworn chain, every roller is offset slightly to the left, but the 

pin-to-pin distance is the same as the unworn chain B. That is, roller wear does not affect the chain 

spacing.” 

 

 

Four part chain: the inner plate & bushing made from same 

piece, hollow pin. From the Shimano patent here: 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20150094180A1/en 

The price of progress (lighter, more expensive) is to half the 

lifetime from 20,000 km to 10, 000 km. But hey, that’s also a 

win for the bike industry, so all good! 

  

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20150094180A1/en
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Now, if you were a global bike parts manufacturer, how could you force everyone to spend lots and 

lots of money? Easy: change one of the oldest bicycle standards, the spacing of chain links which is 

currently 12.2 mm (or “half an inch” as they used to say) between pins. That would mean a new 

chain, new cassette, new chain rings for a start. And smaller teeth, so maybe it would need to be 

replaced more often. Wins all around, it’s an irresistible holy grail! 

Shimano are way ahead of you and introduced the Dura Ace 10 (as in 10mm spacing).   

 

“… which means less weight and more rigidity, and when rotating parts are lightened acceleration is 

increased.”  

And no, not on April 1st. Only introduced as a track groupset in 1976. It didn’t catch on and quietly 

discontinued in the 1980s.  


